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.n the development of any science. The child-study
t attempted something like this, getting its data from
eachers, and others who had to work with children.
led in collecting an amount of valuable information
mulating a number of generalizations, but its perma-
e was less than might have been expected, owing to
lat the observers lacked scientific training.
:sire of Pestalozzi, then, cannot be realized by re-
ie introspective psychology; nor would it seem that
sought scientific basis of education can be provided
sy practical teachers themselves. With the advent of
ieth century, however, there has come into being an
dng body of psychological knowledge which gives
mise of providing a background of fundamental prin-
iucation. The psychologist of to-day is taking a less
ical, more practical view of his subject, and a sure,
L, reorientation has taken place. Having asked him-
.traight question, "What is the real object of my
*** he has come to the conclusion that his ultimate
3t primarily to sift and analyse his own conscious
o a set of abstractions which have little relation to
:, but rather to explain the behaviour of living beings.
F we think for a moment, that a man's study of con-
tes must be confined to the examination of his own
;e, while his study of behaviour can include in its
f living bei£g that behaves. I cannot study your con-
tes directly, nor can you study mine; but either of
udy the behaviour of the other. To take a concrete
if you are angry I cannot study your anger. I see
a glare in your eyes, a flushed face, and clenched fists,
not need much psychology to be quite certain that
ngry; but what I really study at first hand is not your
it your angry behaviour. What are the grounds of
;ncc that you are angry when I see you behave like
le grounds are simply that I believe you to be a being
If; I know that when I am angry I behave or tend
: in that way; and when I see you behave in that way
ic that you are angry. It is clear, then, that in order

